Combi Chef 6 Combination microwave oven

The versatile table top Combi Chef 6 use all the different
elements of cooking – microwave, roasting, baking, grilling,
steaming and defrostingto give endless ﬂexibility.
A whole range of foods can be reheated or cooked to
perfection in minutes. Utilise the basic functions or use the
Combi Chef 6 to its full extent, by over riding any pre-set
controls to program in your own signature dishes or specials.
This ﬂexibility makes it the ideal partner for either skilled or
de-skilled operations.
Savings of up to 70% over traditional cooking times are
possible with the accelerated cooking and regeneration
system and rapid defrost function. The ovens also feature a
rapid cool-down facility, invaluable when needing to switch
from oven or combination mode to one involving defrost or
microwave. Increased turnaround and higher service levels go
hand in hand with the Combi Chef range – you will really see
the difference in the quality and quantity of food you can offer.
The LCD screen shows all key information clearly and even
reminds the user simple routine maintenance requirements to
keep the oven in peak condition.
Due to a modern electronic control panel Combi Chef
6 is simple to operate. It can be used manually or preprogrammed for one touch operation.
The programmable facilities store up to 30 menus and allow
for ﬁve stages of cook, reheat and defrost modes to be preprogrammed which includes character text to detail all menu
options required. Once programmed, to select the required
menu the user simply rotates the electronic scroller and each
menu name appears on the LCD screen.
The Combi Chef 6 is supplied with a USB memory stick
containing the unique Menu Creator™ software. This software
allows greater consistency to be achieved across multi-site
operations where uniformity of menu delivery is vital.
OUTPUT POWER:

PRESETS:
INPUT POWER :
EXTERIOR FINISH:
INTERIOR FINISH:
DIMENSIONS (ext):
DIMENSIONS (int):
WEIGHT:

1200W (MICROWAVE)
1900W (GRILL)
0-250°C (CONVECTION)
50
13 AMP
STAINLESS STEEL
VITREOUS ENAMEL
600w 510d 385h
380w 370d 245h
44.5KG

The Combi Station is a brilliant solution, combing our market
leading Combi Chef range with a heavy duty stainless steel
bench and Carbon Trust (ETL) approved fridge/freezer to
provide a complete ready made, wheel-in kitchen.

Combi Chef 6 Combination microwave oven

Combi Chef 6
with Menu Creator

™

Leading the way with state of the art technology, the next generation of Maestrowave
Combi Chef is here. The new model builds upon the extremely successful recipe already
created by the Maestrowave Combi Chef range of professional combination microwave ovens.
The Combi Chef 6 features an ‘all new’ operating panel
with integral USB port. Each Combi is supplied with a
Maestrowave USB memory stick which contains the new
and unique Menu Creator™ software, plus other useful menu
information too.
With this new software and the advanced Combi Chef 6,
far greater control can be achieved across multi-site
operations where uniformity of menu delivery is vital. New
menus can be developed and adapted centrally using the
Menu Creator™ software and then deployed into remote sites
via an updated memory stick at the touch of a button! Errors
are eliminated, with perfect cooking stages and timings all
pre-programmed on the software, so quality results can be
delivered time after time, improving customer experience and
reducing costly waste.
The beauty of Menu Creator™ is that it is extremely simple to
understand and operate. Loading menu information takes
minutes and accessing saved menus for updating is very
easy too. However, if you require it, full technical support is
available. The system operates off standard PC software and
is Windows 7 compatible.

